the single most solid and reliable phone systems in the market

But what happens to your business if your phone system gets damaged
by a power surge, lightning strike or some other disaster?




Your phones are out
Your clients can't reach you
Your staff can't make phone calls

Our TCE Company – ‘Plan B’ Disaster Recovery Program will reroute your Allworx telephone handsets (and your
telephone numbers) to our Fully Redundant Managed Servers in our Data Center.
Then you, your staff and your clients - will be back talking - within minutes.
Once your in-house phone system is back up and running you switch back
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Services Provided with Plan B

We help leading organizations maintain productivity and profitability with a failsafe telephone
communication channel that continues to work long after other systems fail due to power surges,
lightning strikes, and unexpected disasters.
Our Plan B Business Continuity Service is built within your existing Allworx framework. Should your
system go down with Plan B in place, simply reboot handsets to reroute calls through our fully
redundant managed servers. Plan B keeps your business up and running by delivering a seamless
failover that is virtually undetectable to staff or customers.
And Plan B doesn’t only protect business calls. Once your phone service reroutes through our secure
data center, all of your Allworx features become accessible including automated attendant greetings,
voicemail, special prompts, and call routing. Just switch back to your in-house Allworx phone system
once it’s running again.
Protect your bottom line, your output, and your business reputation. We can get you back to business in
minutes regardless of how long that unforeseen outage might endure.
We have a proven track record for supporting more than 5,000 PBX phone systems, and we know
exactly what’s needed to keep your system running smoothly.
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